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Abstract
Fancy effects and more poetic rhyme and simile and metaphor depends on weight and is authorized
and irony But there is another factor that you should not indulge in the beauty of words and this
adds to the arrangement of words and imagery. Imagery to spice food likened to the extent that it
may be ill-conditioned and the air is high. In Persian poetry, applying rhetorical excesses, those
lyrics like Vtvat Rashid al-Adib Sabir, Abdul Alvas Beig and Zulfiqar slopes has to waste while
speaking farrokhi, military, and Hafiz Shirazi Joiner Effects of a novel temperate and Jalaei is special.
An advantage of this arrangement is exquisite addition to adding effects and fancy words, it takes
more than words are common and normal. The following pages will have results as ((Position of
novel verbal Joiner Shirazi PROSPER)), which has been selected as the Subject.
Introduction
Precious and valuable treasures of the Sessions Tinker Shirazi Iranian history and literature of poem is
exquisite array of rhetorical perspective seems necessary Because of his poems during his various
discussions of literature and illustration in order to better educate their thoughts array of literary and
artistic contributions are more Therefore, in this paper, after a short discussion about the style and features
biographical lyrics Joiner Shirazi and Shirazi poet effort will be made to the Court of Sessions Tinker novel
approach to textual analysis.
Sessions Court Joiner Shirazi has not been evaluated in terms of rhetoric and needs to be investigated to
determine its exquisite beauty of words and art., But in other works of rhetorical analysis is the study of
rhetoric and rhetorical points in June jahangosha. Khamse Svrkhyal the military, in terms of aesthetics, the
Court Svrkhyal Masud Saad Salman, Court of rhetoric and rhetorical Farouki Sistani verbal Qsayd Khaghani
exquisite, exquisite works of Sa'di Foundation.
Mirza Shafi Joiner Shirazi known as Mirza Koochak great ¬ most poets early ¬ Qajar in the year 1192 or 1193
AH in Shiraz was born. (At times, Hossein; Anvari, MJ, Talei, Abdul; riots in the world M. Hamid Haji Ali
individual and social, Tehran, Ministry of Culture and Islamic Guidance, spring 1378, II, p 42)
Myrzaabvalqasm Shirazi pen name Silence Shiraz of the senior SS and edification of the young man who
tried to do is Mel Joiner was also one of the great heart of the old service back to the pack and ended up
lifetime moment did not leave him, and all his work with the elderly and Murad discretion to Myrsanyd.
Many of his poems joiner at the praise Mrshdsh like:
Lucky old me and my young child's knowledge of language
The amount is broken let the Nghz Tflansh
In the silence of death "culture" in Persian, son of a joiner, in 1239 AD is known. Joiner composition is much
pain in her life Fzay Rsa’ their separation from their old states.
The temptation to round up dissidents Bnmvd What
What is the earth round the cries and uproar
Joiner died during the great mystic forty two years old. Sheikh little companions and disciples went to the
joiner joiner but rejected his devotion to Haj Mohammad Aref Ghazvini his time, and he encouraged others
to follow.He was a wise man, wise, a scholar, artist, poet and musician, respectively. But poetry was never
opened during his life who was Satire mouth Panegyric and praise whatever was said, although some of the
highlights of the full Ethics and mystical and full of great satiety, and was published with a philosophical
attitude. He looked thoughtfully into the world around him and see what he would look to perfection.
Changing lives through the Word of God was going to write. He was about sixty-seven volumes of the
Quran is written in terms of art is regarded as a treasure, though its big, amazing and famous poets, but
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poetry is a type heartache and shame of being This is followed by the Qsaydsh many places, has
reprimanded the poet, and the poet has read the posts begging adulate and Don is fielding efforts.
Joiner speakers connected to the children and gave advice to the phrase "good poetry, bad poetry profession
and industry is» good poem because it is the interest of the students and the poet Kdyt and is begging to
Hazle man and lampooned Ngrayd scientist and the discussion that its light source and the ugly speech by
showing that other people may not be followed.
Joiner in his speech, but its not the only poet of all time and the world premiere of former poets as:
Bafm not read poetry, Cayenne was bad speculation on my
Advanced Search queries Thqyqsh Zhkmt Z·hyat Tdylsh
He's new ode to the other through the ancient poet introduces and explains:
I have a new old way to force printing
Khalaf abundance is worthy of praise from Snayym
And with Rooney and Anwar Faraj (the poet praised his balls before) the poet compares his "valiant" He
knows:
I was afraid to tip toe battle
It is also possible Zhd
Curran and his gem and knows others who do not know the meaning and the essence of his poetry:
Jvhrym me, I stand Bng·h Curran
What Gshaym goods shop and what Brarm
Following the style of the old joiner has peaked and is in compliance with the fullest former masters.
Almost every scientist, the poet can find signs of the old art of renowned poets. Ghzlhayy can see in the
Divan of Hafiz, Saadi, is equivalent. Her work is about Panzdhhzar bits are usually lyrical mode. Two of his
Masnavi "Tinker feast is called" the moral of the poem is a complete textbook and it is created with the help
Mstfyqlykhan other Masnavi final story, "Farhad and Shirin Bafghi Wild" is. 18th century poet, Farhad and
Shirin see Rmntyk style is remarkable. Other features Tinker stylistically classical traditions of mysticism in
particular. However, most of the actual events Baztabydhand Qsydhhaysh but Mrsyhhay sign joiner full
professorship in this field.
Joiner only works of poetry such as: a book of wisdom and words of prose and order book al-Hakim's
speech on science, music, and literature and other office prosody rules and traditions of interpreting the
sacred book of poetry and prose called probes, a book in the morning Joiner way Golestan and Atvaq
Zmkhshry Gold is obtained.
Rhetoric (Sokhandani) Drlght means failure and deliver it to the purpose and intention. In addition to
observing that eloquent verbal fluency, according Mqtzay is being addressed. And said: ((eloquent words
that lay people can understand and Bpsndnd properties.)) (Homaee, 1373: 38)
An advantage is that the appeal of rhetoric and rhetorical Fndhay than words, however, officials according
to a circumstance (meaning) and in any other form (expression) and a beauty the more (original) speech is
the word compelling, beautiful and pleasing to be controversial, and he comes back to the audience, which
makes the eloquent orator Intimates and harmony to achieve their intended purpose and Yazd.
Ibn Moataz (298), who wrote the first book of the rhetorical science, the science of the appellation writes:
((it is the means to the listener's heart, ((rhetoric)) is called)) (quoting Myrzanya, 1382 :822)
Rhetoric of science is divided into four major sections:
1 - Meaning (instrumental consistent with being Mqtzay)
2 - Put (deliver meaningful unit in different ways)
3 - Novel (science, beauty and makeup Instrumental)
4 - Prosody (the spoken verse)
Rhetoric of truthful criticism has long prevailed among civilized nations.
Despite the rhetoric from the Iranians before Islam there is no effect, but the parts of the Avesta and
Shrgvngy Mvzvnyt ((tree Svryk)) and ((token Zryran)) and some Fhlvyat be well received in the poetry, as
well as the principles of critical rhetoric is available. Even the Greeks were also due to cultural contacts with
the Iranians came to dominate the cultural and spiritual been Iranians away.
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As evidenced in the history of ancient Greece, Socrates was heated rhetorical debate Market. Plato, in his
treatise to criticize the ideas of his mentor, Socrates, and Aristotle's theories and ideas of his teacher, Plato,
in his famous book ((Poetics)) are reviewed and criticized. (Zarrinkoob, 1361: 1/151)
Given that Iranian rhetoric is inextricably bound with Arabic eloquence, far more than the root Fndhay
Arabic rhetorical eloquence to the search, to briefly review the history and evolution of the Arabic rhetoric.
Exquisite examples of verbal Tinker lyrics
Rdalsdr Alh Aljz
((The last bit in the first bit of a word that is repeated after Ali Aljz Rdalsdr industry say it.))
Jamal is feared that the heart is the mirror
Vrnh Where I recordings, and such that the
Ohm was evidenced by answers my question, but what are the benefits
Love is the law, the control Npzyr
(Page 517)
Rejected Aljz Ali Sadr
((This is also known as the industry Tsdyr name. Ties in so-called poets, the first element or the first word
of the first hemistich bit early (first initial) and last pillar of prosody and word meaning the end of the first
hemistich (and the West Bank) and the first element or the second hemistich of the first word and the last
word or the last element of the second hemistich mint and frustration level (sequence) and what is between
them, in fact, redundant means (Gnh and Gyn) say. That's one of the prose poem prose, especially that
third kind of literary discourse, the top of the first word and the last word can be called Jr and redundancy
among them. After Ali Sadr Rdaljz true that the first bit of verbal prose is the same as the homogeneous
Bynh or similar word in the last sentence of verse and prose open Arend. ))
Any dust that was a friend of Bkhast
It looks like the dust is not
(Page 518)
Similarity Alatraf
((Is that a word or the end of the second hemistich is repeated at the beginning of a hemistich.))
((In the array, the last word or words of each segment (hemistich) will be brought back at the beginning of
the second part.))
I love the fact that I'm so happy I
Cho might not love the world or anything in his
(Page 537)
Exclusion and reverse
Convert reverse and images just as it ostracized and have a verbal craft is exquisite. This is the first
hemistich Best and delay to repeat the words in the second hemistich. But the array of other books have
described another rhetorical manner.
Including:
"Inversion in two or more words or images that might have occurred earlier and the PSI."
"This picture is the front part of the word abhorrence, then do the opposite.'s Prior and posterior to the
posterior Love what you bring things forward"
Joe said that the remit cry Ghmgsary
Cho was sad to see how his Ghmgsar
(Page 515)
Derivation or Aqtzab
((A pun of the derivatives, and some called it the derivation of pun pun types are considered. Leads its
industry in order to bring words or prose, in which case they are congruent or similar, whether they are
derived from from the same root such words (R., Rsyl), (wish, desire) or a derivative of the word, they may
not be so closely together that the illusion appeared to be derived from such terms (sill, Austin), (time on
earth) , (bow, ambush) and so the second type is called a quasi-derivation.))
Sweethearts of the eyes and hair and tattoos may not
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She is not on us from the company of your heart
(Page 512)
Waste pun middle (in the middle)
A) other than a collection of disparate words ((consonant + vowel short)) is added in the middle (palm,
hemp), (Backgammon, Battle)
B) other than as a set of congruent words ((consonant + vowel length)) is added in the middle: (John,
Janan), (donkeys, FS)
S not the way of the lovers of
If, indeed, is repeated every art student
(Page 513)
Pun Pun or Line Mshf
((Is that a pun fundamentals of writing and spelling, and punctuation are different, such as word (patient,
treatment), (Pierre, Mercury), (salt, soda) and the like:
I deal with blood-colored jujube
Turkish to Lashkari hundreds of blame
(Page 518)
Pun waste:
Congruent words to say it is one of the surplus is another tautology if it is the first word, such as:
(Obedience, obedience) (straight-faced) (swing, chiding)
And sometimes it is a surplus at the end of words such as: (raw milk) (Cup, rig) (name, e) and also read the
oath Mzyl pun.
Surplus is sometimes in the middle of a word, such as: (palm, hemp) (Backgammon, Battle of) (stature,
Armageddon)
Note: Since the beginning or end of the word surplus Mtjansyn is more than a pun can also join the Mzyl
redundant and should be considered, such as: (campaign work) (beak-Qar) (Nar, Norway) (cute, sweet)
The eyes of the faithful who have
Cruel and fickle mistress Ferris
(Page 514)
Pun compound
Pun is one of the round, simple or compound, and the other is a simple sentence:
Combined pun because both elements are similar in writing, it is similarly effective compound pun to say,
and if they are in a different book called the subtrahend pun compound, mainly composed of short words
and word subtrahend and effective removal of content will.
I attribute that is in their Kebria
Sincerity is not too proud of your Kebria
(Page 523)
Literal or verbal puns
The pun line: ((it is homogeneous in the pronunciation of words, and the writing are different, such as:
(eating, thistle) (want, rise) and so is like (nature, recess), (Nazr, supervisor), (hitch, Mhzvr), the Persian
dialect of the same pronunciation and spelling is different))
Do not you love the Kaaba Zshtr little less or a
Thorn Creek and head up the road Mpych Mkhvar
(Page 548)
Mzar and subsequent pun:
The two pillars that pun or middle initials are different.
So if the denominator of the two letters, the pronunciation of their songs together (= almost Almkhrj) such
as the type (R, L) and (e-paced) and (b, c) it's similar pun Mzar say, like:
And the denominator of the characters apart (= unlikely Almkhrj) such as the letters (R, G) and (d, e) and
(f, n) is called the pun accessory, such as:
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((This presentation is also defined. Including Mzar and subsequent pun that words are only one letter
different. Almkhrj if they are talking about, otherwise subsequent Mzar say, whether it be initials or the
last., but if in the end, it Mtrf as some say.))
Tons of dirt off his mistress
Oh well once flung himself at home
(Page 515)
Anagram heart
The attributes and functions of both the minutiae and some see it as a pun pun pun are considered forms of
heart.
Heart of the word means the reverse and reverse anagram means and the technology to bring innovative
uncertain terms that their character is anagram of each other. This occurs because some letters, some of
them heart to say, such words (poet, lawyer), (competitor, overwhelming), (Rahim, Privacy Policy)
And is located in the heart of all the letters in the word, it is called the heart, such as (Zar, Secret), (the
treasure, fighting), (date, handout):
And an anagram of the character that all prose sentence or order may be combined so that the first letter of
the last, or the last one to be read each one. And this sort of perfect heart or heart-planar say.
Where is your room like that Jemal kiss
Kahn Byvfa you look guilty
(Page 517)
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